
Chemistry
Weike Wang.

Three years into her graduate studies at a
demanding Boston university, our
unnamed narrator finds her one-time love
for chemistry is more hypothesis than
reality. Tormented by her failed research,
there's another, nonscientific question
looming: the marriage proposal from a

fellow scientist, whose...
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Say say say : a novel
Savage, Lila, author.

Ella is nearing thirty, and not yet living the
life she imagined. Her artistic ambitions as
a student in Minnesota have given way to
an unintended career in caregiving. One
spring, Bryn--a retired carpenter--hires her
to help him care for Jill, his wife of many
years. A car accident caused a brain i...
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Days of distraction : a novel
Chang, Alexandra, 1988- author.

As a staff writer at a prestigious tech
publication, she reports on the
achievements of smug Silicon Valley
billionaires and start-up bros while her

own request for a raise gets bumped from manager to
manager. And when her longtime boyfriend, J, decides to
move to a quiet upstate New York town for g...
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Halsey Street
Coster, Naima

Penelope Grand has scrapped her failed
career as an artist in Pittsburgh and
moved back to Brooklyn to keep an eye on
her ailing father. She’s accepted that her
future won’t be what she’d dreamed, but
now, as gentrification has completely
reshaped her old neighborhood, even her
past is unrecognizabl...

Queenie [electronic
resource].
Carty-Williams, Candice.

Queenie Jenkins is a twenty-five-year-old
Jamaican British woman living in London,
straddling two cultures and slotting neatly
into neither. She works at a national
newspaper, where she's constantly forced
to compare herself to her white middle

class peers. After a messy break up from her long-term...
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